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those who affected to ignore him. Not a book appeared
by Leroy-Beaulieu, by Molinari, by Yves Guyot, but
Gide would be at pains to notice it courteously, though
not always without a touch of irony. Imperturbably, he
would warn them of the "great thaw" in which their
doctrines, already adrift, would soon be crushed between
the menacing pack-ice of Socialism and Protectionism.
Would to Heaven his prophecies had been less com-
pletely fulfilled!
Last June, the old and the new collaborators in the
Revue d'Economie politique assembled for the first time
in forty-six years for a friendly evening with their Chief
Editor. They heard this grand old man, usually taciturn,
relate with a caustic and ready wit, of which the memory
will long stir our hearts, the origin of this peculiar
boycott. His talk, published in the number of September-
October last, has the value of a page of history, does
infinite honour . . , to him who wrote it.
And yet! To hear Gide speak with affection of Bastiat,
through whose Harmonies he had, as a young man, been
initiated into political economy, or with admiration of
Mill, to whom he was akin in their common tendency to
reconcile a desire for social reform with a belief in econo-
mic laws*—one could not fail to perceive how deeply
identified his own thought was with that of these great
liberal thinkers.
Who but Gide first had the courage to make known in
France the work of Walras, that other notable victim
of boycott? Who but he qualified as "grandiose" the
simplified vision which the classical writers evoked of
an economic world ruled by liberty alone ? What publica-
tion ever gave a more clear and alluring account of the
classical ideas (including the theory of Free Trade) than
his Manual^ which, for the first time in France, included
the Austrian theories of value, and had a success, with all
its translations and innumerable editions, comparable
only with that previously won by the classicist J. B. Say?
And who but he rendered to French political economy
the invaluable service of driving it back into the broad

